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g went into his skin, a wisp of blood flowed out. Being called the cutthroat noodles of black Sha didn't
fear to a color, "the task failure equal dead, you frighten not to live mine." "……" Traverse breeze to
know he says not falsely, because his viewpoint i.Top No.1 Coach Outlet,Coach Outlet Online,Coach
Outlet Store Onlines exactly such. That cutthroat says chillily:"Your woman got hurt, if you don't kill me,
make me immediately stop bleeding for her, can also m.Top No.1 Coach Outlet,Coach Outlet
Online,Coach Outlet Store Onlineake her insist a hospital like this." Traverse breeze one Leng, how also
have never thought this cutthroat will speak words like this in this case, "do you want to save herI with
what want .Coach Outletto believe you" That cutthroat sneer way:"Believe it or not, but I promise if not
and immediately adopt measure, your woman absolutely could not insist a hospital.You can choose to
believe me as.Coach Outlet well as choose to kill me now and remembered, your time is few!" …… The
dream bamboo has already been pushed forward operating room. Looking at very red"surgical operation
in" is three words, traverse a breeze felling heart drive tear to piece.Tiffany Jewelrys general ache-dream
bamboo, sorry!I not only didn't can protect, but also make you suffer pain and sufferings like this ……
That right chest that shot to win a dream bamboo is wellfarther apar.Tiffany Jewelryt from the heart so
much, didn't immediately cause, but how circumstance is, still can hardly anticipate. "You why don't
press your companion to say so, be hostage with the dream bamboo"Traverse breeze to ask a way.His
after death, the black.Tiffany And Co Outlet, Tiffany Jewelry Outlet Sha just and quietly sits over
there.He finally still kept choosing to believe this cutthroat, the cutthroat that contused a dream bamboo.
"Our targets are you, not.Tiffany And Co Outlet, Tiffany Jewelry Outlet her!" "That why do you want to
save her" "She was originally as irrelevant as this matter, harming her the origin was a mistake." "Is your
also knowing to harm innocent people mistake" "I have my principle!" Tr.Tiffany And Co Outletaverse a
breeze sneer way:"Is there principleHum!There is a principle still starting to the innocent womanDo you
say that I should immediately kill your this principled cutthroat now" Bl.Tiffany And Co Outletack Sha wry
smile for a while, "the my originally different idea begin in this case of, is a white Sha don't want to
insist.He is the director of this activity, I have no way, and can obey.You can kill me and revenge for
her!As long as.Louis Vuitton Outlet chase a corpse processing of a little bit clean, what problems all
have no.Our this kind of person the disappearance can't have anyone to pursue in the world here.For
that lady, .Louis Vuitton OutletI can say very sorry, but can make of I did." Really is so, he who can make
did, harming the person of dream bamboo is him, can if isn't him, the dream bamboo is now likely to be
corpse of iciness.How many cutthroats can make this .Louis Vuitton Outlet, Allways Keep Best
ServiceTraversed breeze to once turn round, cautiously tooked a look this to contuse a dream bamboo,
the but again saved the cutthroat of dream bamboo.Sudden way:.Louis Vuitton Outlet, Allways Keep
Best Service"You aren't a good cutthroat!" The novel reading net readnovel welcomes large book friend
to reading and lately, most quickly and most fierily serialize a work to exert to read a net in the novel!
Chapter 164 .Louis Vuitton OutletI have already known! Black Sha Leng for a while, immediately wry
smile way:"Is quite good, I didn't is an essential cutthroat character-cold blood!If I pressed white at that
time th.Louis Vuitton Outlete Sha said of do, may be another final outcome now." "That why do you still
need to choose to make cutthroat" "A lot of matters usually didn't choose!" "Is quite good, a lot of matters
really don't choose!But also have some can choose, for example ……if do I choose not to kill you" The
black Sha is some to shockedly see Ling Feng Yi's eye, the noodles is expressionless to say:"I harmed
your woman, you had no reason to pass me!" "If was I it happened that and then did so" The look in the
eyes that cautiously stares at Ling Feng, lead very in a short while, black Sha just slowly say:"To a
cutthroat, the task failure means to die.If you put me, be gave me the second life, I this life is yours!" This
person is earnest!Traversed breeze to secretly see his viewpoint, discovering this what person said was
true words. Unexpectedly there is also person like this in the world "Your really named what"Traverse
breeze to ask a way. "The cutthroat has no real of name, they all call me black Sha!" "Black
ShaGood!Black Sha, from now hereafter, your life is mine, whatever I make you dry, you have to be
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unconditional obey, which afraid make you die, you h
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